This paper introduces the concept of a finite net of dimension three. This is a generalization of finite net (of dimension two) due to Bruck. An association scheme is defined on this system which is then shown to form a partially balanced incomplete block design based on an association scheme with three associate classes.
INTRODUCTION
A (finite) (K, n)-net N of degree K and order 1z is a system of undefined objects called "points"
and "lines" together with an incidence relation subject to the following axioms:
(i) There is at least one point.
(ii) The lines of the net can be partitioned into R disjoint, nonempty "parallel-classes" such that (4 each point of the net is incident with exactly one line of each class; (b) given two lines belonging to distinct classes there is exactly one point of the net which is incident with both lines.
(iii) Each line is incident with n points.
The concept of a finite net was first introduced by Bruck [5] . For convenience we can use phrases such as "point is on a line" instead of speaking of incidence. It may be pointed out that if k > 3, axiom (iii) can be weakened to (iii) ' There exists a line incident with ~z points. It can be readily proved (see Bruck [5, 61) that ( 3) The net has exactly klz distinct lines. These lines fall into k parallel-classes of n lines each. Distinct lines of the same parallel class have no common points. Two lines of different classes have one common point.
(4) The net has exactly 9 distinct points, A finite afine plane with fz points on each line (E 2 2) is a (n + 1, nj-net, A l&design is a (2, n)-net (see Bruck [5, 61 and Bose ;l! ) _ J' In this paper we generalize the concept o f a fnite net (which can be called two-dimensional finite net) to a finite net of dimension three H consisting of undefined objects LLpoints,'f "lines,"
and "planes" together with an incidence relation, the exact definition of which will be given in Section 1. A finite affine three-space with n points on a line, a cubic lat:ice graph with characteristic ?z are shown to be examples of such a system. Theorems giving sufficient conditions for a system to be a three-class association scheme are proved in Section 3.
Consequently, we show that H is a PBIB design based on a three-class association scheme, where two points of N are called first associates if ihey are incident with a line, second associates if not incident with a line, b:~ in.cident with a plane and third associates otherwise.
In graph-theoretic language if the points of if are taken as vertices of a graph and the distance between two vertices are 1, 2, 3 if the corresponding points are first, second and third associates respectivei!-, then if is a metrically regular graph of diameter 3 as defined by Bose and Dowling [3] .
Some of the results of this paper appeared in [Yj.
FINITE NET OF DIMENSION

THREE
Let k, 12, ir, I+ be positive integers. A system H, consisting of unde&& objects "points," "lines," and "planesf' together with an incidence relation is defined to be a finite net of dimension three if the following axioms are satisfied. For the sake of convenience we will use the geometric language, like "two lines have a common point," instead of "two lines are incident with the same noint." (-%l) If a point P is incident with a iine i, and I is incident with a plane 17, then P is incident with 17. (A6) There exists a line incident with exactly r* planes.
It may be pointed out that in (A5) by the maximality of nonintersecting sets of lines we mean that given any two such classes Ci and Cj of lines and a line Zi belonging to Ci there exists at least one line Zj belonging to Cj such that li and lj have a point in common.
Using the axioms we prove the following properties. THEOREM 1.1. (i) Each I' me is incident with at least one plane.
(ii) Each pZane contains exactly n2 points and kn lines.
(iii) Each line is incident with exactly n points.
(iv) Eaclz point is contained in exactly b planes.
Proof. By (A5), given any line I and a class C of maximal nonintersecting lines not containing I, there exists at least one line I' in C, such that I and I' intersect in a point. In other words, given any line 1 there exists at least one line I', such that 1 and I' have a common point and hence by (A2) 1 is incident with at least one plane which proves (i). Since by (A3) points and lines incident with a plane form a (k, ~z) net (ii) and (iii) are immediate. From (A4)(b)(iv) is obvious. THEOREM 1.2. Each line is incident with T* planes.
Proof. Let I be any line. Let r*(Z) denote the total number of planes incident with 1. First, we show that if I1 and lz are two intersecting lines, then r*(Z,) = r*(Z&. Let Zr and I2 intersect in a point P and let P be incident with exactly v(P) lines Zi, i = 1, 2 ,..., u(P). Now each Zi is incident with r*(ZJ planes each of which contains k lines through P and by (A4)(a) no two such planes have more than one line in common. Also any line Zj , j + i through P is coplanar with li , hence we get
Thus, Y*(ll) = Yy1.J. Now suppose ir and I, are two lines incident with rhe same piane but not incident with the same point. We show that r*(Ir) = r*(Q Let P be a point in lI . Since II and I2 are coplanar, there are (& -1) lines through E intersecting /s in a point (see [l] ). Let I* be one of these lines. Since :* intersects both II and I2 I by the above argument we get
Lastly, suppose I, and 1s are two noncoplanar Iines. Let ? be a point in II ~ By (-44)(b) P is incident with exactly one p!ane in each parallel ciass of planes say III, IIs ,..., 17, . Let 17,' be a plane containing t, . By (A4) I7r' belongs to exactly one parallel class of planes. Suppose II,' belongs to the same class as that of II, . Then each of the other planes containing P, viz, l-i!? , I& )..., I& intersect III' in a line. Thnus, there exist lines which are coplanar with la and P. Let I* be one of these lines, then fyi") = IX'! ' t*2i. But l1 is a line through P, also P and i" are coplanar. Hence there exist lines I through P which intersect both II and I*. Consider a point P. Let P be incident with z(P) iines. 'There are E planes through P. Each such plane is incident with k lines through P and each line is in r* planes. Hence counting pairs (I'! 17) where 1 is a line through P and I7 is a plane containing P, we get Thus, RENU LASKAR and is independent of choice of P, hence the result. THEOREM 1.4. The mmber of planes in a parallel class is exactly equal to the number of lines of a parallel class in a plane, i.e., n.
Proof.
Let 17 be a plane belonging to the parallel class C, of planes. Let fli be a plane belonging to a parallel class C, , different from C, , then 17 intersects ni in a line, say, I,. Similarly flj, j f i belonging to C, intersects Ii' in a line lj . Now li and lj cannot have a common point, otherwise Ui , nj will have a common point contradicting that they belong to the same parallel class. Thus corresponding to each plane belonging to C, , there exists a line 1 in IT belonging to the same parallel class of lines in 17 containing li . Let the lines parallel to li in 17 be denoted by {li}. Now suppose there is a line 1" in {Zi} such that I* is not contained in any plane belonging to C's . Then any point P in 1" will not be contained in any plane belonging to C, , which contradicts (A4)(b). Th us there is a (one-to-one) correspondence between the planes belonging to C, and lines belonging to {Zi> in 17 and hence the result. (ii) there are exactly x = ((b -I)(k -I))jk points ir! 22' z~hich lie 3-v lines tl1rolg~z P;
points dzici~ are coplanar with P but not on h'nes thmqh P.
P~ooj. Since P is contained in exactl!; one plane in each parallei ciass of planes and II belongs to exactly one parallel class, there is exactly one plane through P which is parallel to 17. All the other (b -1) planes through 2' intersect II In a line, and all these (b -1) 1' mes are different, otherwise two planes comaining P wi!l have a line in common which does not pass through P: contradicting (-44)(a). This proves (i). 'To prove (ii) and (iii), let x(P, II) d encte the number of points in II! which are in lines through P, and let g(P, II) denote the number of points in II which are copianar with P but not on Lines through P. Counting the pairs (p, I), where Q is a point on a line through P and I is a line in E, such that Q is on it we get s(P, 17)R = (b -I)@ -I).
Thus, x(P, II) is independent of choice of P and 17 and enuals (b -ij(k -1) /I * Now IZ has altogether kn lines in it, out of which (b -I) lines are coplanar with P. Hence there are exactly kn -(b -1) lines in 15' which are noncoplanar with P. As before, let us CGUtlt the pairs (RV Zj where R is a point In IT, which is coplanar with P, but not on a line through P, and E is a line In I7, such that R is in 1. I7 has (b -1) lines coplanar with P, the contribution for this is (b -l)(zz -k f 1) and for each of the kn -(b ~ 1) lines of 17 noncoplanar with P, by Theorem 1,5, the contribution is (b -1."). Thus, we get
which is independent of the choice of P and I7, and hence the resuh.
ASSOCIATION SCHEME DEFINED ON H
Let H be a finite net of dimension three. Let us call two points of H as first associates if they are incident with a line, second associates if not incident with a line but incident with a plane, and third associates otherwise. In this section calculations of certain parameters are given and in the next section we prove that points of H form a three-class association scheme. The concept of a m-class association scheme was first introduced by Bose and Shimamoto [4] . We will be using the notations of [4] . LEMMA 2.1. Let H be a finite (k, n, b, r*)-net of dimension three, and let n,(P) detlote the number of ith associates of any point P of H, i = 1, 2, 3.
If P, Q are ith associates, the number of jth associates of P which are kth associates of Q is denoted by &(P, Q), i, j, k = 1, 2, 3, then for all P, ,Q in H
(2.1)
Proof. Each point P is on v lines where v = kb/r* by Theorem 1.3, and each line contains (n -1) points other than P, hence (i). Each point P is in b planes, each of which contains na points. If Q is a second associate to P, then Q is not on a line joining P, but Q is coplanar with P and by (A4) it follows that there is exactly one plane containing P and Q. Also each plane l7 containing P contains k lines through P and points on these lines are the only first associates of P in 17, the remaining 9 -1 -k(n -1) points are second associates of P in II. Hence P has altogether
second associates in H which proves (ii).
To prove (iii), let P and Q be first associates, i.e., they are incident with a line 1. By Theorem 1.3, P is incident with (v -1) lines other than E. Each of these lines is coplanar with Q by (A2). Now I contains (n -2) points other than P and Q which lie on the same line and hence first associates to both P and Q. Each of the remaining (V -1) lines through P being coplanar with Q, contains (k -2) points other than P, which lie oil lines through Q. Thus, pi1 = (72 -2) + (v -I)(k -2).
To prove (iv), Iet P and Q be incident with a plane .I?: but not incident with a iine. Then there is exactly one plane Ti containing P and ,Q, and this plane contains k hnes through P, each of which contains k -I points which he on lines through Q, and thus we have pfl = k(k -I).
(Y) is obvious, for if two points are noncoplanar, no line through P can intersect a line through Q, otherwise, these two Iines and consequently P and Q would be coplanar. Now suppose P and Q are on a line I, then each of the @ -1) lines through P other than 1 contains 12 -(k -1) second associates of Q and hence @i).
For (vii)$ suppose P and Q are coplanar but not incident with a line.
Then there is exactly one plane II containing both. I7 contains k iin'3 through P and each of these lines contains n -1 -(k -1) points other than P, which are coplanar with Q but not on lines through Q~ The remaining Let us calculate 7zs . Let P be a point. There are B planes in the geometry and P is contained in b planes. Each of the (B -b) planes not containing P contains by Theorem 1.6 w first associates and q second associates and hence contains 7z2 -(x + q) points Q which are third associates to P. Counting the pairs (Q, 17) where ,O is a third associate to P and I7 is a plane containing Q, we get for Case I is 2n~*jb -r*). In Case 2 these are Y* planes Ii' through PI and Pz , arLd therefore each of these planes is both a III and II2 plane. If we consider each of these pianes II as both II, and 17, planes at the same time then the contribution is P%':, since each plane contains rz2 points. Moreover, for one such fixed plane IIF, considered as a III plane, there are (1 * -1) other pianes ff considered as IFa : which intersect the fixed 17, in the line P,F', containing n points, but there are r* choices of such -UI and hence the contribution is r*(r, -I )n. Thus, the total contribution for this case is i-W + r"(r* -l)n. In Case 3 there are exactly (b -r*) planes .I7; which contain P, bu: nor Pz ) and (l, -r*) planes Lrz , which contain I'? but not PI . Given a fixed ~7~ f I7 there exist (6 -3 ** -I I&'s f I?? such that II, intersect III ) in a Ike, and each such line contains n points. Hence the contribution is z(b -r*j(f, -I.* -1).
Thus, on one side of the counting we get
On the other hand, Q can be either (i) first associate to both PI and Ps or
(ii) first associate to one and second associate to the other or (iii) first associate to one and zero associate to the other or (iv) second associate to both.
Case (i) contributes Yap&, , since each of the lines QPi , i = 1,2, is in r* planes. Case (ii) contributes 2r*&, and Case (iii) 2r*b, for Case (iv) we get p:,(Pl , Pz). Thus, we get the total contribution F*P;, + 2'*~p:, + 2r"b + P;~(P, , e,). Substituting values from (2.1), we get the result.
PARAMETERS WHICH ARE SUFFICIENT TO DETERMINE A
THREE-CLASS ASSOCIATION SCHEME Let S be a finite set of treatments, such that any two treatments are either first, second, or third associates. In the following theorems we show that constancy of some parameters is sufficient to show that S is a three-class association scheme. Bose and Clatworthy [2] proved similar results for a two class association scheme, and our proofs are similar to those given by Bose and Clatworty [2] . THEOREM 3.1. If a set S of treatments is such that (a) any two treatments are either j&t, second, OY third associates, (b) each treatment has n, jiyst associates, n, second associates, and n3 third associates, (c) for any paiT of treatments whiclz are first associates the numbers pi, , pi, , pi2 = pi, are constants.
Then the numbers pi, , pi, , pi, , pi, , pi, , are constants and pi, = pi, , 1-I Pz3 -P32 * Proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are similar to that of Theorem 3.1. For the proof of Theorem 3'2, we take a and p as any pair of second associates and make corresponding changes in the expressions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), while for Theorem 3.3, we take 01 and /3 as any pair of third associates and make corresponding changes in the expressions (3.1), (3.2) , and (3.3).
MAIN THEOREM
As mentioned in Section 2, let a relation of association be defined on the points of H, such that two points be first associates if incident with a line, second associates if incident with a plane but not incident with a line, and third associates otherwise. Then it follows immediately from Lemmas 2.1, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 and Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, that THEOREIU 4.1. Points of H yield an association scheme with thee associate classes. whereas planes identified with (1.e) and (.2.) have exactly one line in common, viz., (12.).
EXAMPLES OF FINITE NETS OF DIMENSION THREE
A graph G can be defined as follows: The vertices of G are the ordered triplets on n symbols 1, 2,..., n, where two vertices are adjacent if the corresponding symbols have two common coordinates. Such a graph is called cubic lattice graph with characteristic n [8] . It is easily checked that the cubic lattice graph G with characteristic 1~ and the geometry defined above are identical. A clique of the graph G corresponds to a line of the geometry and a "planar-system" (see [S] ) corresponds to a plane.
The axioms (Al), (A2), (A3), (A4), (A5), and (A6) of Section I are easi!p checked. Thus a cubic lattice graph with characteristic n is a net of dimension (2, n, 3, 2).
(b) Consider a finite affine three-space of order s (i.e,, each line consisting of s + I points). The propositions of incidence of an afhne three-space m.ap be taken as follows [7] : (4) The join of two distinct points is a line.
(2) The intersection of two nonparallel planes is a line. (6) The join of a point and a line not containing it is a piane.
(7) The intersection of a plane and a line not parallel to it is a point.
The above axioms can be rephrased to our convenience as foliows:
(1') ,4 pair of distinct points is incident with one line, It is \vel known [lo, t l] that planes of a finite afEne three-space of order s . (i.e., with s + 1 points on a line) can be partitioned into parallel pencils (bundies of order 1) in such a way that two planes belonging to the same paraIlei pencil do not have any point in common, whereas two planes belonging to different pencils have exactly one line rn common, also each point of the three-space is incident with exactly one plane in each paraiiel pencil. Similarly lines of the three-space can also be partitioned inta parallel bundles (of order 2) so that lines belonging to the same bundle do not have any-common point, and through each point of the three-space there ;?asses one and only one line of a given parallel bundle. These are essentialy axioms (A4) and ('45) of Section 1. The other axioms can be easily verified from the propositions of incidence for an affine three-space given above. The parameters k, n, b, Y* are respectively s + 1, s + 1, sa + s + 1, s + 1. Thus, a finite affine three-space of order s is a (s + 1, s + 1, P + s + 1, s + 1)-net of dimension three.
PARTIALLY BALANCED DESIGN BASED ON H
Given an association scheme S with three associate classes, a partially balanced incomplete block (PBIB) design based on 5' defined by Bose and Shimamoto [4] is an arrangement of the treatments into sets (called blocks) such that The design is called a PBIB design with parameters (r, k, X, , h, , X,).
We have already shown that a (k, n, b, I.*)-net H of dimension three forms an association scheme with three associate classes. If the points of H are taken as treatments and the planes as blocks, then a PBIB design can be formed with P = b, k = 9, h, = Y*, X, = 1, and h, = 0.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
There are two main directions along which this work can be extended. One way would be to get a suitable set of axioms for a finite net of dimension r, so that it would yield an association scheme with r associate classes. On the other hand, if we define a graph on the (k, n, b, r*)-net, identifying the points of the geometry as vertices of the graph, where two vertices would be adjacent if the corresponding points are incident with a line, then a natural question would arise: Which parameters of the graph would characterize it. Some work along this line is in progress.
